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Pivot Plan
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BY JESSICA SMITH, JOB SEARCH PREP

No one planned for this. This is truly an

unprecedented time. Most people will

freeze or retreat. But this guide will help

you take control and be job search

ready. You want to be ready the moment

a door of opportunity opens for you. 

This is your guide. 

The job seekers that I see being the

most successful are those that pivot to

get UNSTUCK. Take control of your

mindset and job search prep.

 

When you cannot control what is going

on in the world, challenge yourself to

control the way you RESPOND to what is

happening. That is where your power is. 

 

So, let’s get your head in the game. Yes,

there are a lot of unknowns. A lot of

turmoil. You are not alone. 

I remember a fall day many years ago…

the phone rang. It was my boss. I was

barely back from maternity leave.

"Jessica, we need to talk..." my

shoulders slumped… and then he said

the words, “I’m sorry, but the company is

laying off the entire team.”

What?!

Thoughts swirled in my head… this

wasn’t part of my plan, we had been

counting on my income, we had a

toddler and a newborn. Fear and

overwhelm took over. Our branch was

closing and I scrambled to figure out

unemployment. We didn’t have a back

up plan. There was a whirlwind of chaos

and questions.

I wish I had known what I know now… it

took me years and a lot of heartache to

rebuild my confidence.

The branch closing wasn’t my fault. But I

had lost a lot of my identity when I lost

that job.

I was too busy scrambling to pause.

Years later I crashed and burned and

was forced to reflect. This is part of

what I learned. I needed a proactive

plan. I needed a GO PLAN. I want to

save you the overwhelm, give you a plan

and help you see your abundant future –

one step at a time. There are some

roadblocks that hold back most job

seekers – especially if you received

unexpected news like I did. You need a

job search prep GO PLAN.

If you don’t take time to be aware you

will continue to stumble and be in the

quicksand when opportunities arise.

Instead, you want to be in a position to

jump out of the starting gate and GO.

Take some intentional time NOW.



BEING A ROBOT

NEGATIVE OUTLOOK

NEEDY: WHAT’S IN IT FOR ME

WASTING TIME

UNCLEAR PLAN 

PARALYZED BY FEAR OF THE UNKNOWN

PERFECTIONISM & PROCRASTINATION

 

Get UNSTUCK instead:

UNIQUELY YOU

NEGATIVE TO OPPORTUNITY 

SERVE WITH SOLUTIONS

T IME BLOCKING SUCCESS

UNDERSTANDING NEEDS 

CONTROL WHAT YOU CAN 

KEEP GOING – TAKE ACTION 

7 COMMON PITFALLS AND HOW TO GET UNSTUCK

Beware of the 7 quicksand mistakes most job seekers make: 
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UNIQUELY YOU

vs being a robot

This is not a time to just power through. I want you to give yourself some grace. The

number one priority is health and safety of your family. Self-care is at the top of the list

– physical and mental. Take time to grieve things you had planned, acknowledge dreams

that are on hold.. but then PIVOT – baby steps or big leaps. Your situation is unique. It is

also critical to showcase who you are as a unique individual on your resume and job

search interactions - no one wants to hire a bland and boring robot. You are uniquely

you and amazing - let that shine through. 

 

NEGATIVE OUTLOOK TO OPPORTUNITY THINKING

Overcoming negative attitude / scarcity mindset 

Do not get suck, it will only make you feel disgruntled and frustrated. Excuses and

complaining will destroy your momentum. I have seen so many give up. Expect

turbulence, but know you can overcome. The principles I am sharing are time-tested. It

is really important that you don’t poison your own path. Recognize that hard work is

worth it. Start to notice negative 

  

SERVE with SOLUTIONS 
vs Needy: What's in it for me? Help Me vs Serve Them 

This is one of the biggest mistakes job seekers make. Especially now... company needs

have changed. Yes, if you are unemployed you NEED money to pay the bills. I feel your

stress. The need for a job is real, but it will come off as desperation unless you flip your

thinking. You are going to be most successful if you switch from, “How can I get a

company to pay me?” to “How can I serve and solve a problem?” Do some research.

Listen and hear… What do my future customers want? What do the hiring managers

need? What keeps them up at night? It doesn’t matter how fancy your resume is… if you

don't hone in on your audience - show that you are paying attention to THEIR needs. 

TIME BLOCKING SUCCESS
vs wasting time

When much of the world is on pause other sectors are on fast forward. It is a confusing

time. It is key to take control of the time in your day. The good news is, you can prepare

and be resilient. Yes, take time for feelings, but set some boundaries on your day.  Get

out your calendar and book an at least two appointment with yourself “SELF CARE +

AFFIRMATIONS” and “JOB SEARCH PREP.” Commit to making these time blocked

appointments a non-negotiable.

 . 
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UNDERSTANDING WITH WISDOM
vs no plan and divided attention

Too many people are building too many bridges at the same time. Picture yourself

standing on an island, trying to go in 10 different directions by building one brick at a

time. You will burn out before you even leave the shore. How many bridges / directions

are you going right now? Pick ONE to work on first (If you haven't yet, a great next step

would be the Job Search Ready course THEN your resume.) You’ll increase your odds of

success and boost your confidence by completing an intentional task. Jumping ahead

and doing too many things will just lead to overwhelm and stress. Your job during this

season is to get job search ready. Do not waste time by being distracted and stuck in

the quicksand. As Coach Michael Burt says, “Diversify your confidence” – don’t put all of

your confidence in one bucket… mind, heart, body, relationships, career… on any given

day, your confidence will dip, but when you diversify you rebound. See yourself

succeeding… work can be the distribution channel for your God-given talent.

CONTROL WHAT YOU CAN
vs fear of the unknown & failure

There is a lot up in the air right now, yes. Emotions are real and important to sort

through. Be aware and then focus back on what you CAN control. You aren’t the one

making decisions about when industries regulations. So don’t drain your energy wishing

that you could. Instead innovate, enjoy your time with your family, learn a new skills,

apply for resources and get job search ready. At the end of the day, it is action – baby

steps or big leaps that will move you towards abundance. Fail forward, learn as you go.

Try something, adjust your compass and use “mistakes” as a guide.

KEEP GOING & TAKE ACTION
vs perfectionism and procrastination

Perfectionism – the urge to need everything done just right. Guilty!

I would much rather have the whole A-Z figured out before I start… but that’s

when doubt and overwhelm creep in. Pick something and do it. The cure is ACTION:

baby steps or big leaps, you choose, but do something. You aren’t making progress

spinning your wheels.  Progress over perfection.  What are you doing to do TODAY to

move yourself forward? Write it down and ask an accountability partner to help you

overcome overthinking!

Procrastination is fear in disguise. 

Have you seen this acronym? 

FEAR – Face Everything And Rise

 

You are ready to rise.
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IN AN UNCERTAIN WORLD...

Save this PIVOT PLAN – it will serve you

well if you fully utilize it. Write UNSTUCK

on your mirror with a dry erase marker or

a sticky note - save it, hang it on your

closet door or on your fridge. See it

every day and take ACTION – baby steps

or giant leaps. If you do, you’ll be able

to approach your job search as a

CONFIDENT Job Seeker. 

 

Mindset is key. Focus on one core

bridge, move perfectionism to the side

and take action – baby steps or big

leaps. The next section is filled with

practical tips to gain momentum. 

 

I’m so excited about what lies ahead. 

 

Think like a Confident Job Seeker.

Unemployment numbers are expected to

continue to fluctuate. Looking for work

in a challenging job market is not new,

but 2020 was definitely unprecedented.

You can supplement some of the “tried

and true” job search techniques with

new strategies that are necessary

because of the uncertainty.

There are no hard and fast rules for a

job search during times like this, so be

creative and flexible! Have you seen the

Friends episode where Ross yells

"PIVOT” as they are struggling to get the

massive couch up the narrow stairs? 

 Sometimes, the best thing to do is yell

“PIVOT” and make a new plan. 

 

Even if you are currently employed, the

days of the guarantee of life-long

careers are over, some companies have

announced further layoffs and furloughs

and so many have an uncertain future.

It’s important to be prepared for what’s

next.  One of the biggest lessons I have

learned is “control what you can.” This

means updating your résumé and

LinkedIn profile and taking the time to

track and document accomplishments.

In addition, it may be useful to take

some time to analyze your transferable

skills and experience, particularly if you

are in an industry that has been

negatively affected recently.

ALWAYS BE JOB
SEARCH READY!

"PIVOT! PIVOT!"



Companies are still looking to hire

problem solvers and solution providers 

It’s important to use your network in

your job search, as your contacts can

help you identify unadvertised job

opportunities and connect with hiring

managers

Having an accomplishment-focused,

up-to-date résumé and LinkedIn

profile can help you secure interviews

Interviews for job opportunities are

more likely to be virtual (rather than in

person) Buy a ring light and declutter

a corner as you set up a interview

space.

Human resources staffers are likely to

be working remotely, and coordinating

the hiring process can take more time

than it did before the pandemic

Opportunities for remote work are

increasing, and if you are able to do

your job remotely, there are even

more opportunities, especially outside

your geographic area

Temporary and short-term positions

may be more plentiful. Companies

may be wary of taking on permanent,

full-time employees when their future

is uncertain, but they still have needs

to fulfill. This can offer a lot of

flexibility. 

Some things about the job search

are the same:

 

 

Some things are different in a

job search during uncertainty: 
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One important thing to remember:
Problem solvers will succeed. How have you found success in the past? Don’t

automatically discard the things that worked for you before in your job search. If you

have had success previously with a specific tactic — for example, working with

recruiters, or tapping into the hidden job market, don’t write them off just because may

other things are unpredictable.

“No One Is Hiring”
Your mindset is especially important when searching for a job. Companies are still

hiring new employees. Want proof? Search for openings on job aggregator sites like

Indeed.com, SimplyHired, or Monster. Check out the “Jobs on Facebook” feature

(www.facebook.com/jobs/) or LinkedIn Jobs - linkedin.com/jobs. You’ll see hundreds of

open opportunities. Focus on moving towards your abundant future, not frozen in fear. 

 

Companies in the shipping/delivery field are hiring, as are grocery stores and many

healthcare facilities, including pharmacies. Information technology and technical

support positions are also in high demand, as employees need more assistance with

their computers and other devices when working from home. 

 

Look for companies that are meeting immediate needs. These companies are now hiring

for temporary, part-time, and short-term opportunities.

 

However, some industries are struggling. For example, hospitality companies — hotels, 

 restaurants, airlines and conference centers. Colleges and universities are facing

budget cuts. Almost everything related to the entertainment industry has been affected.

Government organizations — often some of the steadiest employers — are also facing

shortfalls affecting employment and hiring. This doesn't mean that opportunities in

those industries aren't possible... but it may require some extra flexibility and effort. 
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Even in companies that are hiring, there

may still be uncertainty. The hiring

timeline has grown longer in some

cases. If the company is conducting

multi-person interviews, it may take time

to coordinate schedules so all the

panelists are available at the same

time.

Some jobs openings may be put on hold

temporarily as situations change in the

business. You may even have a job offer

rescinded if a company’s outlook

suddenly changes.  It is important to

keep your options open. 

 

If you’re currently unemployed, your next

job may not be a full-time or permanent

position. It may not be your dream job.

But a short-term or temporary position

may make it easier for you to weather

this season and be in a position to get a

new role in the future. It’s often easier

to get a job when you already have one.

And some temporary and short-term

roles may turn into permanent positions

once the economy ramps back up again.  

 

You may also find yourself temporarily

changing fields as you pivot. Is there a

way you can use your existing skills in a

new industry in the short term? For

example, if you were a server, can you

use your communication skills to work a

remote customer service job? Or if you

were an event coordinator for a hotel /

conference center, could you use your

project management capabilities to

manage scheduling for a hospital?

Clearly highlighting these transferable

skills on your resume will be critical. Do

not make the hiring manager guess.

Help them see you as a solution. 
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If You’re Furloughed

During uncertain times, a number of companies furloughed employees. Many of these

companies continued to pay employee benefits (such as health insurance) but the

furlough allowed workers to apply for unemployment. 

 

If you’re still on furlough, develop a job search strategy in case your position is

permanently eliminated. Start working now on updating your job search documents

(résumé, cover letters, LinkedIn profile, etc.). so you can immediately start applying for

positions if you find yourself without a job.  Your competition won't wait. Start now.   

 

With the end of the enhanced unemployment benefits, if you are still furloughed, you

may be considering short-term or part-time work. Research your state’s unemployment

benefit requirements to determine how this work may affect your benefits.
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Focus on Your Strengths
Companies hire employees who can

solve problems for them. Sales people

create revenue. Accountants ensure

compliance with regulations and provide

financial data that can be used for

decision-making. Customer service staff

keep customers happy. Beyond what you

do for a company, what is the impact

that you have on the organization?

 

In a competitive market, it’s even more

important to highlight strengths on your

LinkedIn profile and career documents. 

 

Shift your skills, if necessary, to a new

field. Assess your work history and

identify older skills and experience you

can leverage. Seek out opportunities for

additional training and learning.

 

Be Clear on What You Need
The more specific you can be about the

opportunity that you’re seeking, the

more likely you will find it. Take some

time to define what you’re looking for in

your next job. Are you looking for a

position that allows you to work

remotely? Do you want to have a

specific schedule? Having a list of

criteria like this can help you identify

whether a position will be a good fit —

or not. Then you can focus your efforts

effectively and use your time wisely.

 

Look For Companies In Need
Be aware of which industries are

holding steady or growing  and which

ones are struggling. Focus on essential

companies that are not affected by

government shutdowns. 

Create a target list of companies.

Researching your prospective employer

is even more critical — be aware of

changes affecting the company due to

the pandemic. Set up Google Alerts to

get informed about news affecting your

ideal employers. Follow your target

companies on LinkedIn. Subscribe to the

company’s emails, blog, and social

media channels.

Nurture Your Network
Networking is even more important for a

job search during times of high

unemployment. Meeting face-to-face or

for coffee may not be an option right

now, but you can connect virtually. Stay

in touch through social media, phone

calls, Zoom or FaceTime, email, text,

and LinkedIn messages.

Adapt to New Job Search Needs 
Prepare for an online job interview. Set

up a space for the interview. Make sure

it’s quiet with no distractions. Conduct

a practice session with a friend on

Zoom. When it’s time for the actual

interview, dress like you’re going to an

in-person interview (head to toe!).

F I V E  K E Y S  T O  J O B  S E A R C H  S U C C E S S  
M O V E  F O R W A R D  E V E N  I N  U N C E R T A I N  T I M E S
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What to Expect 
Don’t be surprised if you don’t hear back from the interviewer right away. Be patient.

The hiring process will likely take even longer than normal. That’s true even if the

company initially seemed in a hurry to hire. Do follow up, but don’t be a pest. Feel free

to ask if there’s anything else they need from you. 

If you do have a job offer that is put on hold, consider asking if you could work in a

contract or temporary role in the meantime. For example, one national furniture rental

company is currently in a hiring freeze, but they are staffing with contract/temporary

workers in the meantime.

One advantage of job searching during this season is that it may be easier to interview

because remote interviews can be done at any time. You don’t have to drive somewhere

and wait in an office for the interviewer. You can have your notes in front of you that

you can reference easily. And, if the interview is by phone (and not by Zoom or Skype),

you don’t have to dress up or worry that you’re making sufficient eye contact with the

interviewer.

Companies that are hiring are pivoting to meet jobseekers where they are. Most job

fairs have gone online, allowing you to participate remotely. Some companies are doing

Zoom “meet and greets,” allowing prospective employees to interact with company

representatives virtually. Knowledge is power. Plan ahead for possibilities and be ready

for what you can control.  Preparation leads to confidence. 
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THE KEY TO GETTING UNSTUCK

Job Search Prep is your guide to removing mindset

roadblocks that trap us. Boost confidence by eliminating

what isn’t working and doing more of what fuels you. 

Use this time to get back to basics and recalibrate.

What were you created to do? 

What gifts do you have that make you uniquely you? 

Discover WHO you are. Taking time to pause in this

stage of life will give you clarity. Connect the dots of

what you love to do and your gifts. What’s important and

what’s not. What drives you?

The Job Search Ready course and challenge walks

through these steps and will shift your mindset and give

you hope and inspiration. 

We need a movement of confident career champions. 

Show up powerfully and rise to your career calling. 

IS TO BE PREPARED TO PIVOT AND TAKE ACTION

I am worthy.

I am talented.

I am growing.

I have a plan.

I can pivot.

 

I am a solution

provider.

I am taking the 

next step towards

my abundant 

future.

A key to success is showing

up powerfully expecting

greatness while also taking

action forward and being

ready to pivot.

A Job Search Prepper takes

control and makes a plan.  

I have created the guide for

you. You’re life and career

won’t be the same after

working through Job Search

Ready.  Let’s do this.

Speak life into your future.

Say these affirmations and

embrace success.
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BE JOB
SEARCH
READY

Should you be searching for a new job now?

 If you’re in an industry affected by the current

situation, the answer is likely yes. If you’re in an

industry that is currently in a hiring freeze, lay

the groundwork so you’re prepared to make a

change as opportunities emerge.  Don’t wait for

your competition to get a head start. 

Be Job Search Ready, always.

Even if you’re not interested in changing jobs

right now, create a plan for the future - Job

Search Prep is "The Proactive Career Plan." Many

things about a job search — for example, the

need for career documents and the shift to more

virtual job interviews — are here to stay, so get

ready! Picture being ready when a promotion or

new opportunity opens instead of scrambling and

starting from scratch.

How will you pivot to make the most 

of this chapter of your career?

If you haven’t already… watch the video workshop

“Job Search Ready” and prepare your portfolio

using Job Search Prep printables in Milestone 2

of the course. www.JobSearchPrep.com/start

Cheers to your abundant future.
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